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Introduction 

1. The aim of this submission is to assist the Committee in its  consideration 
of the impact of the recession on strategic public sector budgets in 
2009/10, and in future years.  It should be read in conjunction with Scottish 
Enterprise’s Business Plan for 2009/2012 (www.scottish-
enterprise.com/business-plan) which sets out our contribution to the 
Scottish Government’s overall purpose of increasing sustainable economic 
growth. 

 
2. The Scottish Government’s Economic Strategy recognises that increased 

GDP growth is driven by increased productivity, population growth and 
economic participation.   It also acknowledges that Scotland’s relatively 
poor productivity performance arises from shortfalls in enterprise, 
innovation, investment and skills.   
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Scottish Enterprise is best placed to focus primarily on the first three of these: 
 

o Promoting Enterprise by providing responsive and focused support 
that will help significant and growth companies and industries to 
reach their full potential; 

 
o Stimulating Innovation to support business growth including 

exploiting new products, processes and technologies; 
 

o Leveraging Investment: that can create the right conditions for 
growth companies and industries to have access to property, 
markets and finance to help them grow. 

 
3. The need for a supportive business environment has never been greater 

given the current global economic downturn.  Scottish Enterprise’s role is 
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help companies and key sectors to respond to change and help them to 
grow, whether that is at times of global economic growth or slowdown and 
recession.  It is important to note that all of SE’s activity – its entire 
Business Plan - is a key component of the response to the current 
economic climate, whether working directly through the account 
management process and other “one to one” specialist advisory services 
or support for the wider business environment, including driving 
innovation, promoting commercialisation, investing in infrastructure and 
enabling financial investment.  Our investment plans for the next three 
years are set out in Appendix 1. 

 
4. The continued, and ideally increased, investment in the activities of 

Scottish Enterprise is paramount in addressing both the current economic 
conditions and also preparing the Scottish economy to take advantage of 
the longer-term economic opportunities that will inevitably arise when the 
economic climate moves into a growth cycle once more. Indeed, resources 
should continue to be geared towards “growth” and the opportunities to 
help the Scottish economy recover from the recession. There will be a 
strong temptation to increasingly address the “symptoms” of decline and, 
whilst important, this should not be at the expense of tackling the drivers of 
Scotland’s future economic success. 

 
Impact of the recession on public sector budgets in Scotland (2009/10 & 
beyond) 

5. Scottish Enterprise is monitoring current economic conditions and their 
impact on Scottish businesses.  As a result of the insights we gather, we 
are committed to adjusting our planned investment, where necessary, to 
support industries and companies during these challenging times.  (As 
noted, our 2009/12 Business Plan provides the overview of our response, 
but we have also developed a specially focussed “action plan” as an 
additional contribution to the Government’s overall Recovery Plan and this 
is summarised in Appendix 2). We continue to engage closely with 
customers, partners and intermediaries to share the unique insights we 
gain to help ensure that the overall response available to the Scottish 
economy is best targeted.  Our current overview of the economic climate is 
set out within Appendix 3. 

 
6. In many cases, the best response from Scottish Enterprise is to continue 

to deliver existing activities, perhaps with increased breadth and intensity 
of support.  Amongst the actions already underway or which we plan to 
implement during 2009/10 are the following: 

 
o Additional focus on support to account-managed companies:  

through the provision of advice and support on such matters as cash 
flow/working capital management, cost reduction programmes, 
market development (including overseas), exploring the scope for 
structural change/mergers, etc; 

 

 



 

o Delivery of a range of activities in support of each of Scotland’s 
key sectors:  ranging from accelerated investment in tourism 
infrastructure to assisting food and drink companies to maintain their 
foothold in international markets.  

 
o Increased effort on our inward investment activities, using in 

particular the shifting global economy to highlight and reinforce the 
attractiveness of Scotland as a country in which to invest or 
consolidate global business operations; 

 
o Increase the availability of business funding through our 

investment funds (Scottish Seed Fund, Scottish Co-Investment Fund 
and Scottish Venture Fund) to meet the increased demand for 
investment products given the difficulty faced by many companies to 
source funding for investment; 

 
o Increase business advisory services which are already making a 

difference to company success such as the Scottish Manufacturing 
Advisory Service 

 
o Provide additional resources for business research and 

development (R&D) through either increasing our relative 
contribution or through encouraging more applications; 

 
o Accelerate business infrastructure capital expenditure (In line 

with Scottish Government policy):  We have already invested an 
additional £5m during 2008/09 in response to this flexibility and plan 
to invest an additional £30m during 2009/10; 

 
o Rebalance our innovation investment from intellectual property 

generation to better commercial exploitation: and to generate 
greater economic impact from our intellectual property portfolio.  The 
integration of the Intermediate Technology Institutes (ITIs) within 
Scottish Enterprise’s mainstream innovation and commercialisation 
activities is the first most tangible step in this process. 
 

 
Pressures and demands on the Scottish Government’s 2010/11 budget 

7. The overall resources available to Scottish Enterprise are expected to 
reduce over the Business Plan period for 2009 to 2012, largely in part due 
to the settlement achieved via the last Spending Review process.  The 
original profile of funding availability is set out below. 

 
o 2007/08 - £329m 

 
o 2008/09 - £302m 

 
o 2009/10 - £289m 

 

 



 

o 2010/11 - £283m 
 
8. For the purposes of planning, we have assumed that resources will hold 

steady into 2011/12, but the actual position is clearly dependent on the 
outcome of the next Spending Review. 

 
9. The figures set out above do not reflect the impact of Scottish Enterprise’s 

share of the Scottish Government’s accelerated capital expenditure 
programme.  This resulted in Scottish Enterprise investing an additional 
£5m in 2008/09 and further planned investment of £30m in 2009/10 with 
this acceleration of funding being offset by lower capital expenditure in 
2010/11. 

 
10. As a consequence of this acceleration and the subsequent adjustment in 

2010/11, the revised profile of funding availability is expected to be as 
follows: 

 
o 2007/08 - £329m 

 
o 2008/09 - £307m 

 
o 2009/10 - £319m 

 
o 2010/11 - £248m 

 
o 2011/12 - £283m (as above, this allocation is dependent on the 

outcome of the next Scottish Government Spending Review). 
 
11. We have made substantial reductions in our headcount and consequently 

our salary cost.  In addition we have significantly reduced our operating 
overheads, by £22m compared to 2007/08.  However, the combination of 
the projected reduction in resources over the Business Plan period and the 
re-balancing of the accelerated capital expenditure programme mean that, 
in addition, we have had to further prioritise activities during 2010/11 in 
order to strike a balance between shorter term interventions that address 
the impacts of the current recession and our investments for longer term 
economic growth.      

 
12. The financial summary of our Business Plan (Appendix 1 to this 

submission) sets out our expenditure plans for 2009/10 to 2011/12.  The 
expenditure priorities for 2010/11 are very much in line with 2009/10 and, 
as such, reflect forecasts on the expected length of the current recession 
and our response to the challenges faced by companies and industry.  We 
are committed to adjusting these plans, where necessary, to respond to 
further changes in economic conditions.  Ideally with a greater share of the 
overall Scottish Government block budget, Scottish Enterprise could do 
even more to prepare the Scottish economy to take advantage of the 
eventual economic upturn by, for example: 

 

 



 

o Increasing our investment in Scotland’s key sectors: from 
translational medicine opportunities within life sciences to exploiting 
new greener technologies in renewable energy. 

 
o Increasing our internationalisation support for Scottish 

companies 
 

o Continuing and expanding our investment in business R&D 
 

o Investing more in business infrastructure 
 
Implications for the Scottish Government’s budget in the longer term 

13. The vast majority of our plans will continue to be delivered jointly with 
business customers, with academia, with industry and with our Strategic 
Forum partners and other parts of the public sector.  In particular, Scottish 
Enterprise recognises the importance of achieving alignment with the 
Scottish Government’s purpose targets through the Strategic Forum 
partnership and we intend to play a leading role in the achievement of 
those objectives. 

 
14. We are committed to achieving value for money and to delivering our wide 

range of services as efficiently and effectively as possible and have 
already made significant in-roads in this area.  We reduced costs by £8m 
in 2008/09, outperforming our Efficient Government target of 2%.  Further 
efficiencies of, at least, 2% per annum will be targeted over the next 2 
years culminating in a cumulative saving of £37m over the period 2008-11.    
We will work increasingly closely with other parts of the public sector in 
Scotland to ensure that we achieve maximum effectiveness and efficiency 
with the resources provided to us.   

 
Additional Information 

15. We would be pleased to provide any additional information or clarification 
that the Committee may require and we look forward to amplifying on this 
submission and responding to the Committee’s specific questions at the 
forthcoming evidence session.  
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY: BY THEME 
 

Business Plan: Allocation Proposals 2009/10 to 2011/12       
           

Planned Investment   
Key Industry 

Sector  
Forecast 

Expenditure  

Proposed 
Resource 
Allocation   

Proposed 
Resource 
Allocation  

Proposed 
Resource 
Allocation

    Share   2008/9  2009/10   2010/11  2011/12 
  Notes    £m  £m   £m  £m 
Enterprise            
Account Management & Specialist 
Advisory Services  80%  12.4  17.2   17.0  17.0 
Enterprise Support Projects  50%  14.8  7.7   6.8  6.8 
Internationalisation  90%  22.3  23.2   23.0  23.1 
Enterprise Support to Industry 
Sectors  100%  6.2  6.5   6.0  6.5 

Enterprise sub-total    55.7  54.6   52.8  53.4 
             
Innovation            
IP Generation, including ITI 
Scotland  100%  43.7  38.0   30.9  36.4 
Account Management & Specialist 
Advisory Services  80%  13.7  13.6   10.7  12.7 
Commercialisation  100%  3.9  5.9   6.5  7.2 
Innovation support to Industry 
Sectors  100%  19.2  16.5   14.2  15.9 

Innovation sub-total    80.5  74.0   62.3  72.2 
             
Investment            
Business Infrastructure (1) 95%  39.8  64.9   10.0  28.0 
Property Portfolio Running Costs  n/a  11.6  10.4   9.5  9.5 
Urban Regeneration Companies  n/a  12.5  12.5   12.5  12.5 
Investment Funds  90%  26.7  25.6   26.5  26.8 

Investment sub-total   90.6  113.4   58.5  76.8 
             
Customer Facing Staff Costs    41.6  43.8   44.5  45.3 
             
Research & Development    5.3  2.4   2.2  2.2 
             
Support Costs            
ICT    11.8  11.3   10.2  10.6 
Premises    10.5  7.5   7.5  7.5 
Other Support Costs    7.5  7.0   7.0  7.0 

Support Costs sub-total   29.8  25.8   24.7  25.1 
            

Efficiency Investment   3.0  5.0   3.0  8.0 
             
Total SE Cash Investment (2)   306.5  319.0   248.0  283.0 
             
SE Cash Investment - Original 
Profile (3)   301.5  289.0   283.0  283.0 
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Income       2008/9  2009/10   2010/11  2011/12  
       £m  £m   £m  £m  
Sourced from             
Scottish Government Grant    242.5  250.0   183.0  218.0  
European Union Funds    8.0  10.0   10.0  10.0  
Property Disposals    25.0  33.0   29.0  29.0  
Property Income    10.0  7.0   7.0  7.0  
Scottish Co-investment Fund    12.0  10.0   10.0  10.0  
Other Business Income    9.0  9.0   9.0  9.0  
              
Total Funds Available    306.5  319.0   248.0  283.0  
                    
            
            
Notes            
(1)  The proposed resource allocations for Business Infrastructure reflect the impact of Scottish Enterprise's share of 
the Scottish Government's 
accelerated capital expenditure programme.  This will result in SE investing an additional £5m in 2008/09 and £30m in 
2009/10 with the acceleration of funding 
being offset by lower capital expenditure in 2010/11.          
            
(2)  The allocations for 2011/12 are dependent on the outcome of the next Scottish Government 
Spending Review.    
            
(3)  The original SE Cash Investment profile shows the planned investment levels in each financial year prior to the 
effects of the accelerated capital 
investment programme.            
            
(4)  Customer Facing and Support Staff costs included within the overall budget proposals give a total payroll cost of 
£48.6m in 2009/10, £49.7m in 2010/11 and 2011/12. 
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Action Plan 
Scottish Enterprise’s role is to help firms respond to change and grow, whether that is at times of global economic growth or slow down.  All of the “day to 
day” work of SE should be seen as a key component of the response to the current economic climate, whether working directly through the account 
management process and other “one to one” or “direct” services such as Scottish Manufacturing Advisory Service (SMAS) or support for the wider 
business environment (including driving innovation, promoting commercialisation, investing in infrastructure and enabling financial investment).  

 
Action Progress  

Finance for Business 
Increase access to risk capital for SMEs: 
o Accelerate development of a JEREMIE (“Fund of Funds”) 

programme in Scotland (access to substantial European 
Investment Bank funding) 

o Respond to growing immediate demand for additional equity 
investment from the Scottish Venture Fund (SVF) and Scottish 
Seed Fund 

Increase access to debt funding for SMEs. 
o Consider re-open Business Growth Fund to provide loans to 

businesses, based on clear, tight criteria (e.g. growth companies; 
key sector focus) on a  co-invest basis 

 

o JEREMIE:  We are continuing to work closely with the Scottish 
Government in pursuit of a JEREMIE for Scotland whereby SE can use 
its Investment Funds to access a substantial European Investment Bank 
loan facility.  It is the Government’s intention to establish a Scottish 
Investment Bank by initially bringing together SE’s existing Investment 
Funds under SE’s continuing management and accountability.  This 
together with EIB loan finance could form the basis of a scaleable 
proposition to include further tranches of public and private sector funding 
to be invested in growing companies of scale. JEREMIE/SIB proposal to 
be presented to the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) 
Programme Monitoring Committee (PMC) later this year.. 

o Equity funding: During 2008-09 the SE Board brought forward a further £5m 
to meet increased Venture Fund demand.  SE’s £20m ERDF application for 
the SVF was successful. 

o Across all the SE Investment Funds 130 deals were concluded in the 
2008/09 financial year compared with 87 for all of 2007/08, and the pipeline 
remains strong in this financial year. 

o Debt financing and prudential borrowing powers: a project team has been 
formed to assess whether SE should seek to extend its products and 

 



 

powers in response to the current lack of liquidity in the market.  These 
would be in support of growth companies’ property requirements and major 
infrastructure projects.  

Major projects 
Accelerate the following capital projects 
o Fife Energy Park (company expansion) / Dundee Waterfront / 

Energetica (Peterhead) (decommissioning infrastructure) / Bio 
Quarter (accelerate investment) / West Edinburgh Gateway / 
SECC Arena (Commonwealth Games); Glasgow International 
Financial Services District (IFSD) following the recent £6m 
acquisition in the area. 

The accelerated funding (£30m from 2010/11 into 2009/10) will be used to 
address the projects identified which remain current, with further work to 
Glasgow IFSD. 
Review potential for JESSICA (EU investment programme) to apply in 
Scotland 

o SE are participating in working group due to complete assessment by Q1 
2009/10.  

Direct support to companies 
Undertake Business Review of all of SE’s 
account managed companies. Follow up with 
additional demand-led support:  
o Financial management / capital 

restructuring 
o Market development, including 

internationalisation 
o Cost reduction (including lean, 

environmental management) 
o Workforce development 
o Research and development 
o Innovation and product development 
 
Ensure Business Gateway website and Enquiry 
Service provide relevant business information 
including (online diagnostic tools, information 
guides). Front page of the BG website. 
Discussion with SLAED and COSLA to ensure 
they can cope with demand. 
 

1700+ reviews with account managed companies now completed. Initial analysis suggests less 
pessimistic perspective held by account managed companies than wider population. Industry 
breakdown of account managed reviews now undertaken which show variations between industries.  
Following on from the reviews, we have seen increased demand for (and delivery of) Business 
Efficiency interventions (SMAS, Environmental Management Initiative and Lean Management 
Thinking); significant increase in strategy workshops and a growing pipeline of companies looking 
for support especially in the area of sales & marketing and innovation.  
 
“Now is the Time to Ask”: up to date information: 2000+ enquiries: events signed up for:  
o Facing up to today's business environment (220) / Winning through innovation (932) / Money 

Matters (200) / Cool Heads & Strong / leadership (165) / Creating Buyers in Difficult Markets 
(227) / Green is the New Gold (62) / Inspiring action for the future (102) 

 
All account managers undergone additional training (‘Managing in an Economic Downturn’).  
 
There has been a temporary “relaxation” of some State Aid regulations and consideration is being 
given to determine what can be applied by SE.  
 
 

 
Undertake Business Review of all of SE’s 1700+ reviews with account managed companies now completed. Initial analysis suggests less 

 



 

account managed companies. Follow up with 
additional demand-led support:  
o Financial management / capital 

restructuring 
o Market development, including 

internationalisation 
o Cost reduction (including lean, 

environmental management) 
o Workforce development 
o Research and development 
o Innovation and product development 
 
Ensure Business Gateway website and Enquiry 
Service provide relevant business information 
including (online diagnostic tools, information 
guides). Front page of the BG website. 
Discussion with SLAED and COSLA to ensure 
they can cope with demand. 
 

pessimistic perspective held by account managed companies than wider population. Industry 
breakdown of account managed reviews now undertaken which show variations between industries.  
Following on from the reviews, we have seen increased demand for (and delivery of) Business 
Efficiency interventions (SMAS, Environmental Management Initiative and Lean Management 
Thinking); significant increase in strategy workshops and a growing pipeline of companies looking 
for support especially in the area of sales & marketing and innovation.  
 
“Now is the Time to Ask”: up to date information: 2000+ enquiries: events signed up for:  
o Facing up to today's business environment (220) / Winning through innovation (932) / Money 

Matters (200) / Cool Heads & Strong / leadership (165) / Creating Buyers in Difficult Markets 
(227) / Green is the New Gold (62) / Inspiring action for the future (102) 

 
All account managers undergone additional training (‘Managing in an Economic Downturn’).  
 
There has been a temporary “relaxation” of some State Aid regulations and consideration is being 
given to determine what can be applied by SE.  
 
 

Specialised support to companies 
Additional Scottish Manufacturing Advisory 
Service support and deeper engagement 

All 12 new recruits will be in post by mid April. 

Additional independent advice on raising new 
capital (greater use of existing “investor ready” 
product).  
 

 “Investor Ready” product has been enhanced. 
 The ‘core’ 50% grant support towards projects – up to a max of £10k 
 A new module [Viability, Restructuring & Turnaround, Module No.1 – Investor Ready Support 

(IRS)] 100% grant aid (up to a max of £2k) viability study and produce Action Plan  
 A new module (Financial Review & Action Plan, Module No.2 – IRS).   

Demand for IRS has remained steady during the current economic downturn. Over the past 5 
months, since SE commenced the Economic Downturn Reviews, the pipeline of demand has shown 
a significant increase to 68 cases (up from 42 cases during the similar period last year).  

Increase support for exporting. More intensive 
work with growth companies to develop new 
markets (exploiting favourable trading 

Scottish Development International (SDI) increasing service delivery.  
The range of eligible companies for SDI support has been extended, targeting a further 2-3,000 
Scottish businesses 

 



 

conditions) 
 

All companies can now access support to internationalise, matched to ability to exploit new markets. 
Active development of products & services has included: 

 Deferred 2009 Exhibition payment 'Sell Now Pay Later’: 665 exhibition interventions to date  
 International Preparedness Programme - readiness training for groups of companies 
 International Mentoring - increasing uptake of export manager for hire, graduates for business 

and Globalscot 
 International Strategy support – helping companies deal with a changed economic environment 

(67 international strategy interventions to date) 
 International Business Opportunities - immediate on-line access to wider range of business 

opportunities  
 Increased trade mission & market awareness programme 
 Export credit finance workshops  
 International Business Development brochure issued to account managed companies March 09 

to highlight SDI’s range of services 
Increase support for inward investors:  
o Closer discussion with existing investors on 

retaining and developing new opportunities 
o Development of new leads on 

“consolidation” opportunities 
o Active response to prevent and minimise 

impact of closures  

Inward investors are part of the review of account managed companies – SDI is engaging on the 
account teams of inward investors.  

 SDI / SE account teams have updated 265 inward investor Account Development Plans between 
December and February with similar activity scheduled for March 09 

 Additional resource has been allocated to encourage Regional Selective Assistance (RSA) 
applications  

 Sharper consultative selling approaches have been adopted from SDI’s “Sales Academy” 
 Business transformation support provided to develop existing investors 
 Identification of new investors aligned to major investment projects accelerated  
 Risk register processes have been strengthened (e.g. with detailed action planning) 

Increase flexibility in Research & Development 
(R&D) support grant, increasing aid intensity 
(where possible), with greater emphasis 
safeguarding existing jobs. 

Changes to appraisal method for R&D proposals in place but as level of demand is still high and 
given the operating budget constraints this will limit the application of the changes. 

Increase Scotland’s competitiveness in 
innovation.  
  

Through a combination of “Nows the Time” campaign and joint operational promotion, over 750 
delegates attended Winning Through Innovation events.  Regional colleagues are now progressing 
follow-up of the events with around 500 delegates expressed an interested in the follow-up Product 
Development Workshops/Innovation Master classes and over 70 requests for the meetings with SE 
Innovation Specialists. 
 

 



 

Additional grant support for Innovative high 
growth starts. Secure  new powers under the 
EU “Young Innovative Enterprise” scheme 

SE has been successful in pursuing new "Young Innovative Enterprise powers" from the EU. We are 
currently progressing the use of these powers through our internal approval process. 

 SE’s own operations have been modified (e.g. average payment time for invoices down to 10 days).  
 

Industry examples 
Financial Services 
 
FiSIG Scenario Planning 
 
FiSIG is the implementation group of the FS Advisory Board, FiSAB. Its members 
met in December to undertake a scenario planning exercise looking at drivers that 
impact on the Scottish Financial Services industry up to 2012. The objective of this 
exercise was to examine the existing FS strategy and identify if it was still fit for 
purpose. FiSAB members met in February to consider the outputs and the Scottish 
Government will work to consider which actions need to be taken to address the 
issues identified e.g. a key action for SE is to ensure that there is continued 
promotion of Scotland's strengths across FS to both the existing company base 
and prospective inward investors as this will help to keep Scotland at the forefront 
when locational / consolidation decisions are being made. 
 
The Financial Services Jobs Task Force, announced by the First Minister and 
SE (SE chairs the Task Force) aims to provide closer co-ordination of the 
mechanisms which currently exist in Scotland to support the needs of the Financial 
Services Industry and ensure maximum levels of employment are retained within 
the financial services industry.  For example, this will include the work of the SDI 
team that is working on mapping the presence of the former HBOS and Lloyds 
TSB and RBS operations across Scotland to understand the potential impact of 
the newly formed Lloyds Banking Group on functions and employment across 
Scotland. The aim is to remain as close as possible to the company and influence 
decision making to ensure a favourable result for FS in Scotland.  
 
Organisational Development 
An employer engagement session will be held in April to examine the low levels of 

Food and Drink 
 

Key Sector Consumer Trend Reports, TNS Worldpanel have 
completed in-depth analysis of consumer trends in 6 key sectors.  
The results will be made available to industry and will provide 
clear market trend information to inform business development 
and direction.    

 
“Opportunities in a Recession” Event 
Scotland Food & Drink, in conjunction with Scottish Enterprise 
(SE), will be hosting an event on 11th June in Perth, aimed at 
helping Scottish food and drink companies navigate a clear 
course through the current economic turmoil and help them to 
identify opportunities for business development and 
diversification.  ‘Opportunities in a Recession’ will look at a 
number of businesses that have faced challenges in the past and 
have diversified and become stronger as a result, the event will 
also offer pertinent legal, financial and HR advice to help 
companies to manage their businesses in these turbulent times. 
 
The event is open to all food and drink companies and is currently 
being promoted, with the aim of attracting at least 50 companies 
to attend.  This support will be supplemented by one to one in-
depth support to companies on using the market intelligence to 
support their response to the changing economic situation. 
 
Market Intelligence 
Members of the PI and research teams are working on an 

 



 

investment in Leadership and Management development in FS and identify how 
our own interventions can help address this. The FS industry team are working 
with SDS/HR Practitioners to develop an FS "Enhanced PACE Resource Pilot" 
targeting redundancy support for FS. 
 
 
Textiles 
In response to the Scottish Government’s economic strategy the SE Textiles team 
in partnership with the Textiles IAG has derived its operating plan for 2009-12 
under the main strategic theme of providing a supportive business environment. 
Proposed activity for 2009/12 reflects the priorities as determined through the 
strategy but also takes into account recent Scottish Government research into the 
economic downturn. This research identified a number of key issues that are likely 
to impact on Scottish businesses during the economic downturn and in the early 
stages of recovery. One such issue is maintaining and enhancing the customer 
experience in order to retain existing business and to secure future business. This 
has been reflected in the form of an overarching theme for the 2009/12 SE Textiles 
Team activities.  
 
Working in association with our wider in-market team at SDI, the SE Textiles team 
will continue to promote the industry to wider audiences and encourage the 
consideration of new products and markets through a series of initiatives that will 
inspire action and improve knowledge. The customer focused initiatives to be 
delivered will augment individual company activity and the combined effort will 
increase profile and opportunities for the wider industry. The Scottish Enterprise 
Textiles team has identified sub-themes that will drive home the customer focused 
approach: Maximising Markets; Improving Customer Intimacy; Value through 
Innovation; Improving Industry profile and Strategic industry development. 

ongoing basis to identify key reports detailing industry research 
and trend information from sources available to SE.  This will be 
compiled into an easily accessible format and distributed to 
colleagues and stakeholders for information with the monthly 
bulletin. 
 
Internationalisation Conference – Day 2 
A follow up event to the internationalisation conference organised 
by SDI and Scotland Food & Drink will continue the focus on the 
practical support available to companies and help them increase 
their exports.   
 
Scotland Food & Drink held the second part of their International 
Conference, using workshops with topics aimed at offering help 
and advice on how to develop a food and drink business within an 
international arena.  Feedback from the day was extremely 
positive and this feedback will allow the Scotland Food & Drink 
team to analyse what else members and the industry require in 
terms of a next step and future events. Scotland Food & Drink’s 
intention is to run an ongoing pipeline of activity on international 
markets. 
 
In addition, SE is continuing to work with Scotland Food and Drink 
on an Access to Markets programme supporting companies with 
UK market development activity. 
 
Business Innovation Support Service 
The Food and Drink Business Innovation Support service 
reformulation event due to take place in April has been postponed 
due to low numbers.  Demand for 1:2:1 support remains strong 
however, with 5 companies engaged to discuss business and 
technology development during March. Also, positive progress 
with company projects was made with 7 existing customers in 
addition to the 3 that have recently been successfully completed. 

 



 

 
Future planning 
At the recent food and drink CoP event, workshops brought out 
the collective experience and knowledge of food and drink 
account and project managers to consider the positive and 
negative impacts of the economic climate, how this fits with what 
SE is currently doing and potential new projects that could be 
developed.  Projects will be scoped from the outputs from this. 
 

Life Sciences 
Consideration by the Life Science Advisory Board (LiSAB), backed up by feedback 
from the review of account managed companies, indicates that the Life Science 
Industry in Scotland is well placed to withstand the economic downturn. LiSAB’s 
February meeting identified opportunities and actions in four areas which will 
contribute to strengthening Scotland’s position for recovery: 
Outsourcing 

 As major pharmaceutical companies seek to reduce R&D costs, outsourcing of 
R&D is increasing. This will present opportunities for Scottish life science and 
support companies. LiSAB members are working with SE/SDI to refine key 
messages and targeting of potential companies.  

 Continued work with NHS/Academia to encourage greater industry interaction 
and exploitation of Scottish assets in Scotland. 

Talent 
 The current global climate is increasing the potential supply of skilled, 

experienced talent from elsewhere. LiSAB has established a sub-group – 
facilitated by SE, to focus on the attraction of talent. SE is leading on work (with 
initial focus on south of England) to address recruitment difficulties in the 
Scottish industry. 

Finance 
 One reported area of difficulty has been in accessing finance, including initial 

difficulties in accessing the UK Government’s Enterprise Finance Guarantee. 
These difficulties have been fed back to government. Life Science companies 
can benefit from the cross-industry Finance for Business initiatives identified 
above. LiSAB has also identified the collapse in the French early stage capital 

Energy  
 
We are leading groups in offshore wind, offshore 
decommissioning, nuclear decommissioning, wave and tidal 
energies, bio-energies, and also hydrogen and fuel cells.  (These 
opportunities are listed roughly in accordance to their nearness to 
market.) 
 
In each case we have an SE community of practice (led by a 
member of the energy team) working the issues, with SDI and HIE 
representation on most.  Industry steering groups are in place on 
some sectors, and under construction on the remainder.  The 
focus is to articulate the requirements for Scottish success in 
each of these emerging industry opportunities, including :- 

 physical infrastructure  
 test and demonstration facilities  
 market intelligence  
 technology requirements  
 commercial and contractual processes  
 funding needs  
 the shape and size of the supply chain (materials, 

components, products, systems, equipment, services)  
 population of the supply chain in each category  
 positive awareness raising of these results with the industry at 

large working with account managers, energy communities, 

 



 

market as a further opportunity to attract investment to Scotland. 
 SE investment funds are critical to Life Science companies, as they account for a 

third of successful investments from the SE investment funds. 
 SE is actively working with lead LS individuals within Scotland to attract new Life 

Science specific funds to Scotland. 
Promotion 

A key action for SE is to ensure that there is continued promotion of Scotland's 
strengths and availability of new initiatives, to stimulate more efficient and 
streamlined approach to clinical studies across LS within Scotland. This is targeted 
at both the existing company base and prospective inward investors to ensure 
continued Scottish success in attracting and retaining Life Science companies.  
As identified in the Major Projects section above, accelerated investment in the 
BioQuarter will help to stimulate capital spend in Scotland. 

industry trade organisations and partners  
 Strategic recommendations of specific companies to be 

considered for account management, high growth support, 
funding support, innovation or whatever necessary to ensure 
adequate and appropriate capacity and competence across 
the supply chain.  

Promotion of these emerging industry strengths in both domestic 
and international markets. 
 
Discussions initiated with major energy developers to identify how 
they can help local suppliers with new or innovative technologies.  

Tourism 
 
No formal Tourism IAG has yet been established but review of the industry strategy, 
Tourism Framework for Change, led by the Scottish Tourism Forum on behalf of the 
industry with support from SE, HIE and VisitScotland. We are now working closely 
with the Forum to drive forward delivery of the Strategy and become the IAG. 
 
SE, VisitScotland, HIE and SG have developed a Tourism Response Plan setting 
out the economic position and their proposed response.  This has been shared with 
industry representatives with positive comment. 
 
Maximising the opportunities for business 

 Tactical repositioning of marketing to focus on those markets likely to provide the 
best return on spend within the UK  

 Strengthening of SE's tourism innovation programme to enable businesses to 
respond positively to the new market situation, including  

o New SE Tourism Innovation Fund (up to £30k match funding / 5 days 
advisory / management support for highly innovative tourism projects),  

o Enhanced Tourism Intelligence Scotland - disseminate market 
intelligence,  

o New "Listening to our Visitors" resource and workshops to help 

Enabling Technologies 
 
Enabling Technologies are the cross-cutting technologies that 
support all the key sectors.  The technology community is 
therefore diverse and covers Advanced Engineering, Devices and 
Systems, Informatics and Computing, and Communications and 
Networks. Companies have reported increasing difficulties with 
the alteration of global demand forecasts for key technologies and 
declines in key product areas, e.g. consumer electronics.  This 
has led to companies assessing their future requirements with 
cuts being enforced in budgets and a stronger need reported for 
government support for research activity.    
 
The Technology Advisory Group has been formed and is now half 
way though its strategy development. It will publish its plans in 
late summer 2009. 
 
Scottish Enterprise is working with the community through the 
development of a Technology Strategy for Scotland at present 
and appetite amongst the companies is still evident for new 
innovative approaches to developing technologies.  SE is 

 



 

 

businesses stay close to their customers  
o Programme of innovation workshops focused on responses to recession. 
o Consideration of the scope for addressing access to finance issues 

through, for example, an investment vehicle for sector  
 Full commitment to marketing of Year of Homecoming 
 Through SDI, continuing efforts to attract tourism inward investment into 

Scotland, particularly five start hotel accommodation in the cities and fractional 
ownership / timeshare / resort projects in the rural areas  

   
Need to maintain/improve business infrastructure   

 SE’s acceleration of investment in the SECC 
 Major contribution to new mountain bike visitor facilities Glentress, Borders.   
 Encourage industry-led initiatives for skills improvement, including  SE and SG 

support for industry’s development plans for Centre of Excellence 

ensuring that all sources of potential research funding are being 
sent to the target company base and the development of the 
Technology Strategy itself will allow for a strategic discussion with 
the Technology Strategy Board to align available UK funding to 
the Scottish community requirements.   
 
“Networking” is a particular challenge for the community and the 
review of the strategy is also allowing greater potential for 
collaboration and cross-fertilisation among the company base. 
 
The first investments of the new Digital Media Joint Investment 
funds have been made and are providing early stage investment 
to SMEs involved in developing innovative content and 
technologies. 
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Insights from Business 

In order to refine its operations to respond to the rapidly changing economic 
climate and to assist with the Government’s economic recovery plan, Scottish 
Enterprise generates regular updates from its day to day work with 
businesses and other key organisations. These insights are briefly 
summarised in this section.  
 
Employment 

Feedback suggests that some businesses are looking to use their workforce 
more flexibly with some cutting employment, as a last resort. There are 
reports from firms that they are using agency staff flexibly and reducing and/or 
‘banking’ hours from their core workforce (e.g. working extra hours during 
busy periods and taking time off when quiet).   
 
Investment  

Between November 08 and January 09, Scottish Enterprise reviewed the 
development plans it has with the companies with which it works most closely. 
As a result of this we were able to better understand their proposed 
investment intentions.  This found that 78% of these firms would either 
definitely or potentially invest in the growth of their business.   
 
Access to Finance 

A number of businesses report concerns with access to credit, from increases 
in the cost of loans to a reduction in their availability. Clearly, there have been 
responses at a UK level. Some businesses have reported that there is limited 
awareness of these schemes and that there have been delays in the 
allocation of funds. 
 
Scottish Enterprise has seen significant increase in demand for the equity-
based funding with increased demand for the Scottish Co-Investment Fund 
and the Scottish Venture Fund. 
 
Exports 

There is a challenging and mixed picture facing the internationalisation of 
Scottish firms. Exports should rise as a result of the relative value of the 
pound – falling a quarter since the autumn of 2007.  However, each of the 
major countries to whom we export is feeling the effects of the recession. With 
such a large drop in economic output expected in each of the key markets for 

 



 

Scottish exports, it can be expected that exporting firms will continue to find 
conditions difficult. 
 
Impacts Across Key Sectors 

The Government Economic Strategy sets out the six key sectors where public 
sector assistance can help to increase their competitiveness.  This section 
therefore details some of the key points from the feedback from firms in each 
of these sectors. 
 
Creative Industries (Digital Markets and ICT) 

There are reports that companies are looking to downsize and reduce their 
investment in response to a drop in global demand in this broad sector.  
However, other companies are forecasting that they will continue to increase 
sales though this may be from contracts which were entered into before the 
current downturn as there are reports of a reduction in the offers to quote for 
work. 
 

Energy 

The energy sector is actually three industries; renewables, power generation 
and oil and gas, each of which has different drivers of productivity and 
investment.  Limited information is available on the first two of these 
unfortunately although there is some information that renewables investment 
is still continuing. 
 
Over the last year or so, with the fall in price of oil there have come reports of 
cancellations and postponements of contracts in the North Sea.  While some 
firms have managed to build up reserves, it is perhaps inevitable that there 
may be some job losses across the supply chain. 
 
Financial Services 

Whilst the banking industry is at the heart of the recession, actual job losses in 
Scotland have been minimal and there are real opportunities for Scotland as 
consolidation happens at a global scale.  There are reports that the sub 
sectors of Pensions and Asset Fund Management are being negatively 
affected as they are forced to set aside more funds for the bad debts and 
falling asset values associated with the downturn. 
 
Food and Drink 

Much of the Scottish food and drink industry has attempted to compete at the 
luxury end of the market and firms have increasingly attempted to 
internationalise.  However, the latest figures for Scottish manufactured exports 
have shown a significant fall of over 20% in exports of food and drink over the 
quarter and a fall of almost 4% over the year.  Some companies are focusing 
on trying to improve or maintain margins through the identification and 

 



 

removal of production inefficiencies rather than trying to increase their level of 
sales. 
 
Life Sciences 

The life sciences industry varies from other key sectors in that many of the 
companies are pre-revenue, undertaking research and development rather 
than selling products.  The feedback therefore suggests that where 
companies have existing markets and contracts, they are performing to target. 
 
Tourism 

It is still unclear what the impact of the downturn will be on the tourism sector.  
The fall in the value of sterling should make Scotland a more competitive 
destination both for foreign visitors coming here and to make it more attractive 
for UK residents to holiday here.  This will have to be monitored going 
forward. The feedback from firms is that there is an expectation that there will 
be consolidation among firms.  This represents an opportunity for firms to take 
additional market share.   
 
Conclusion 

It should be evident from the above that businesses are being affected 
markedly by the economic downturn.  However, at present, for some sectors, 
there are still opportunities which could be capitalised on and which the public 
sector will have a key role in assisting firms.  With the pace of change being 
so rapid, it is imperative that this be continually monitored and Scottish 
Enterprise is uniquely placed to monitor economic conditions both in Scotland 
and from an international perspective, through the SDI field offices.  
 

 


